SWE Membership Join Instructions

Tip: When selecting membership level, we strongly recommend Collegiate 2 Career (C2C). If you have two or more years of undergraduate education left, it is the best deal.

Instructions to Renew

- Log in to the SWE Member Portal if you already have an account; if not, register for one here.
- You’ll be brought to your portal homepage that should say “My Information” at the top.
- Select “Join SWE Here” in the upper right corner of the portal’s banner (circled in red in the screenshot below).

![Screenshot of SWE Member Portal](image-url)
• Input all the necessary mailing and contact information. Select “Next”.
• Input all necessary demographic and communication preference information. Ensure that you indicate in the “Membership Category” field that you are either an Undergraduate or Graduate student (highlighted below); this allows for the appropriate membership types to appear later on for you to select and sign up for.
• Select “Next”.

![Verify Profile Information]

**Additional Demographic Information**

- What is your gender identity?
- What racial or cultural group do you belong to?
- Do you identify as a member of the LGBTQ+ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, or Questioning) community?
- What option best describes your current technical discipline?
- **Membership Category**: You MUST select the category that best represents you if applicable. Traditional professionals will select not applicable:
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**Communication Preferences**

- SWE Magazine Opt-In: □
- Text Messages Opt-In: □
- Directory Opt-Out: ✔
• Input all necessary education information. Make sure you input “Georgia Institute of Technology” in the ‘University’ field (circled in red below) in order to be associated with the GT SWE section.
● Select the Membership type you’d like to sign up for. We strongly recommend Collegiate 2 Career (C2C) (highlighted below). If you have two or more years of undergraduate education left, it is the best deal.
● Select “Add” and then check the box to be automatically resubscribed for following years without any additional payment. Finally, click “Next”.
● Continue and follow payment instructions. Make sure your Shopping Cart includes a “Georgia Institute of Technology” item (highlighted below).

- When finished, complete this Google Form.

For questions, please contact Sofia Vainikos at swevpmembership@gmail.com.
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